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CAvnildl it-C "oces In BRL TR-O24i4, "The Worst-Case Mathematical Theory of Safe-Arming ,"I various simple strategies were analyzed to show which ones are suitable for use in safe-arm devices. The most practical strategies seem to be the ones that use simple ordering. No matter what the overall system strategy, it has been proposed that the number of safe-arm inputs (or variables) needed could be reduced by making some variables more sensitive than others. If some accident should occur, properly chosen sensitivities would make the safe-arm variables function in a safe order.
II. DEFINING SENSITIVITY
It is necessary to first adopt a definition of sensitivity that is relevant to the safe/arm (s/a) strategy. Sensitivity has to be related to the system strategy used by an s/a device. Consider exactly how sensitivity is supposed to affect a simply ordered safe-arm device. In the Simple Ordering (33) strategy, the only factor that determines a system event (s/a accident) is the sequential order of the system binary variables. This order must be altered to change the probability of a system event.
Sensitivity must be defined in terms of order. That is, more sensitive variables will respond to given levels of stress sooner than less sensitive variables.
Let: {x,y,z, . . .} be a set of independent s/a input variables with sensitivities X, Y, ..., and let: P[x,yJ be the probability of the event sequence "x followed by y (not necessarily in immediate sucoession).,, Then, it is useful if the sensitivity of the variable x, WITH RESPECT TO the variable y, is defined by: P[x,y] a X/(X+Y).
(1)
If q is an input variable with sensitivity DEFINED as unity, then:
and
so that
In general: The general definition of system sensitivity for a simply ordered system of n variables can be readily constructed:
Let {xl,x2,x3,...,xn) be a set of n s/a input variables with individual sensitivity weights Xl, X2, ...,Xn, respectively.
i=2 iah
The function defined in equation (7) is a physically reasonable definition of sensitivity for practical problems, since a stress which is Increasing with time will force the most stress sensitive variables to fail first. In the remaining sections the definition of sensitivity in terms of order will be used to examine how sensitivity techniques can enhance S3 safe-arm strategies.
III. FITTING ORDERED SENSITIVITY INTO THE S3 STRATEGIES
Sensitivity does not change which sequences lead to a system event, but it does change the probability that any given sequence will occur due to a random set of events. The fact that different sequences have different probabilities of occurrence means that each of these sequences must be individually specified and evaluated. As defined in reference 1, an S3[I/J] strategy is a simply ordered safe/arm system strategy with J independent variables of which I or more must function in correct order to generate a safe/arm signal to detonate the warhead. The S31N/N] strategy does not pose any problem, because there is only one sequence which can lead to a system event in this strategy. 
V.
The S3[(N-1)/N] strategy is much more complicated. As shown in Reference 1, the solution sequences fall into three classes: I, II and III. The total number of solutions is given by N -2N+2. This means that for a system of 12 variables, 122 different sequences lead to a system event. The difference between the methodology of Reference 1 and that needed for variables of differing sensitivity is that when sensitivity strategies are used every sequence contributes a different weight to the system function probability and must therefore be individually evaluated.
Class I sequences are specified by recursively using the Class II and Class III formulae. The sequences In Classes II and III can be specified readily. The set of Class II sequences can be written as the rows of the matrix: There are two variables related to sensitivity that can be manipulated: range and distribution. The range is set by the highest and lowest (generally unity) sensitivity values in the strategy, while distribution determines how the range is alloted among the system variables. A strategy without sensitivity structuring is treated as a special case where all the variables have the same probability weight, i.e. a level distribution. It does not matter what sensitivity weight is used in a level sensitivity strategy since the same answer is obtained no matter what weight is chosen. A simple linear strategy is one in which the sensitivity weight starts at unity and increases by a constant number of units with eachsucceeding variable. S3[N/N] systems using this sensitivity strategy can also be written in closed form:
1, 2, 3, . . . be a simple linear strategy in N variables.
Then the weight of each variable W , is L and: It is clear that the linear sensitivity strategy is superior to the level one, especially for larger values of N. This is deceptive, however, because the larger values of N have a larger range of variable sensitivity weights. If the range of the linear strategies of Table I is equalized, the results are more representative. The equalized linear strategy can be written In closed form also:
1, 2, W be a linear distribution of N variables and maximum sensitivity, W.
Let: AMi x 1 . (-)W1](-)be the ith term in an equalized linear distribution corresponding to the ith term in the linear distribution above.
Then the equalized system event probability can be written: Tables 1 and 2 is given in Table 3 : Examination of Table 3 shows that the equalized linear strategy can achieve a system event probability of less than 1.OE-6 with only eight variables -two less than a level strategy. Even fewer variables are needed with a "weak link" sensitivity strategy. The weak link approach is commonly Used in safety design where a chain of events is forced to fail at a predetermined place by making one link in the chain much more likely to fail than the other links. 
3.OE-11
It is obvious from Tables 4 that the weak link strategy is superior to the linear one and that the best location for a weak link is at the end. It is not clear, however, whether another strategy might be better. Is one weak link enough? Two? It is likely that the best number of links depends on the number of variables. Equation 11 can modified to include this strategy also:
Let: 1, 1,...,W,...,W be a weak link strategy of N variables with k links of weight W.
Then:
Tables 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 10 4.OE- 12  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 10 10 3.2E-12 I 1 1 I 1 11 10 10 10 6.2E-12 1 1 1 1 10 10 10 10 10 10 9.1E-11 1 1 1 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 5.3E-10 1 1 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 3.7E-9 1 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 3.OE-8 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 2.3E-5
It is clear from Tables 5a-5d that the number of variables does determine the optimum number of weak links. Table 6 shows the optimum number of links for up to 10 variables. As Table 6 shows, an optimal weak link strategy is superior to any level or linear strategy for the same number of variables. The optimal weak link strategy of seven variables is even superior to a level strategy of ten variables. The strategy of seven variables with two weak links is significantly better than the I/million requirement, so it is of interest to determine how much the sensitivity range can be reduced before the 1.OE-6 limit is reached. As Table 7 shows, we can use an optimal weak link strategy with seven variables and a maximum sensitivity level of only six to meet the 1/million requirement. The lower sensitivity in an optimal weak link strategy has other * advantages, such as lover probability that the safe/arm will be inactivated by sensitive variables that function prematurely. This results in a "dud" munition. Once again the linear sensitivity strategies require a smaller number of variables than level ones for a given level of safety, so we can follow the pattern of the previous section and examine weak-link sensitivity strategies. Tables 9 show the As in the previous section, a weak-link is most effective in the last position of the variable sequence. Table 10 lists the system event probabilities for up to twelve variables with a sensitivity strategy using a single weak-link of. weight 10 in the last variable position. Inet .Section IT it was found that with larger sets-.of variables, system saftyisimproved with more than a single weak link. Table 11 shows that an optimal weak-link strategy with sensitivity weight ten requires only eight variables to provide protection at the 1.03-6 level.
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V. RESULTS FOR S3[(N-1)/NJ STRATEGIES
S3U(N-
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This compares favorably with the 12 variables needed to meet the same criterion with a level strategy. Table 12 shows how the sensitivity weight of the weak link variable(s) can affect the number of system variables needed to meet the 1/million safety standard.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Order Sensitivity is a powerful concept that extends the Worst-Case safe/arm hypothesis to the analysis of more complicated and realistic safe/arm designs.
Order Sensitivity strategies can be incorporated into simply ordered The Ordered Sensitivity approach could be applied to other safe/arm strategies and, like the worst-case hypothesis for safe/arming, should be useful for general use in safety analysis and design. The discovery that the optimal number of weak links is dependent on the number of variables in a simply ordered safety system may have great significance in the design of The S3[(N-I)/N] safe-arm system strategy can be readily solved in closed form if the system variables have a level sensitivity oistribution, but if the system variables are not all of the sane sensitivity then each sequence leading to a system event must be evaluated individually. The method used in this report is the same one described in Reference (1), Appendix B:
The set of solutions that lead to a system event is partitioned into three classes:
Class I consists of sequences in whioh the variable that is supposed to function first does function first.
Class II consists of sequences in which the variable that is supposed to function second functions first.
Class III consists of sequences in which one of the variables other than those that are supposed to function first or second functions first.
Class I sequences are enumerated indirectly. If variable #1 does function first, then no out-of-order has occurred. This means that the remaining N-I variables are still permitted one out-of-order variable. But this is precisely the definition of an S3E(N-2)/(N-1)] strategy in the variables 2 to N. The Class I sequences can thus be found recursively:
Step 1.. Variable #1 is assumed to function first.
Step 2. Variables 2-N are re-labeled 1', ..., (N-1)', respectively.
Step 3. Class II and III sequences, are enumerated for the strategy formed by variables 1' to (N-I)'.
Step 4. Steps 1 to 4 are repeated for the primed system (variable #1 is replaced by variable 01').
Sequences in Class II can be enumerated by inspection. If variable #2 functions first, then the single malfunction permitted by the strategy has already occurred. Variables 3 to N must then be in sequence. The only remaining variable is #1. There are N-i possible positions for #1 in the sequence. The set of Class II sequences can be shown as the rows in the matrix: The evaluation process described above has been written into a program for the IBM PC Microcomputer. Although Basic is an unstructured language, some structuring can be introduced by using line number groups and "top down" prograuming techniques. The top level program is followed by the detailed listing of the program in IBM PC Basic. SLCBR-DD-T Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005-9989
